
Filter ND 6-9 PolarPro Variable Peter McKinnon Signature Edi Ref: 817465026038
Filter ND 6-9 PolarPro Variable Peter McKinnon Signature Edition II for 82mm lenses

Innovative ND filters
The new quality of the McKinnon Edition II VND filters has created lenses suitable for all conditions. Created from tough, resistant quartz
glass and aluminium, making them durable and providing crystal clear images. The rotating aperture gives you the ability to adjust the
shutter speed effortlessly and in the blink of an eye. Two variants, 2-5 degrees and 6-9 degrees, are designed to suit any situation.
 
Rotating aperture for fast operation
A new design with a unique tactile mechanism that allows you to change values effortlessly and quickly, without taking your eyes off the
shot. Feel every setting under your fingers thanks to the rotating aperture.
 
Flawless shots
The special design avoids overlapping filters, which caused cross polarisation or vignetting. With the Polarpro filter, every shot will come
out exactly as you want it to, without distortion or unwanted effects.
 
Match the filter to the situation
2-5 degrees - hassle-free shutter control in almost any light, ideal for work on the go. 
6-9 degrees - works well in very bright conditions, with an aperture value of 1.4-2.8 
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Filters available in three sizes: 67mm, 77mm and 82mm, providing a wide choice for any photographer.
 
Easy storage
The modern design allows for convenient and safe storage. You can keep your filters in the specially adapted caps or use just one and
leave the glass on the camera. 
 

Preço:

€ 251.01

Fotografia, Video, Acessórios, Filters
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